sn_

- Continuous sounds
- Not at the end of a word

Have your snack and rest.
Have your snack and rest.
This flag is from France.
This flag is from France.
fr
Two sounds:

- First, /s/ as in taps and asks
- Second, /z/ as in runs

Inflectional ending

Continuous sounds

He fills the cups.
She likes games.  (for final-e words)
S(2)
gr_

- Not at the end of a word

She grabbed the drumstick.
gr_
dr_

- Not at the end of a word

She grabbed the drumstick.
dr
_es

- /əz/ as in passes and buzzes
- Inflectional ending

Bring the dishes.
The bird tried to catch flies. (for final-y words)
pl_

- Not at the end of a word

Smell this plum!
sm_

- Continuous sounds
- Not at the end of a word

Smell this plum!
_ed(3)

- Three sounds:
  - First, /t/ as in tapped and asked
  - Second, /d/ as in filled and robbed
  - Third, /əd/ as in batted and landed

- Inflectional ending

He yelled as he jumped and landed.
They hated to be chased and scared. *(for final-e words)*
The bird tried to catch flies. *(for final-y words)*
His spelling book slipped off the desk in class.
sp
His spelling book slipped off the desk in class.
His spelling book slipped off the desk in class.
Lesson 20

His spelling book slipped off the desk in class.